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ABSTRACT
Objectives Rapid detection and surveillance of COVID-19 
is essential to reducing spread of the virus. Inadequate 
screening capacity has hampered COVID-19 detection, 
while traditional infectious disease response has been 
delayed due to significant demands for healthcare 
resources, time and personnel. This study investigated 
whether an online health decision- support tool could 
supplement COVID-19 surveillance and detection in China 
and the USA.
Setting Daily website traffic to Thermia was collected 
from China and the USA, and cross- correlation analyses 
were used to assess the designated lag time between the 
daily time series of Thermia sessions and COVID-19 case 
counts from 22 January to 23 April 2020.
Participants Thermia is a validated health decision- 
support tool that was modified to include content aimed 
at educating users about Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention recommendations on COVID-19 symptoms. 
An advertising campaign was released on Microsoft 
Advertising to refer searches for COVID-19 symptoms to 
Thermia.
Results The lead times observed for Thermia sessions to 
COVID-19 case reports was 3 days in China and 19 days in 
the USA. We found negative cross- correlation between the 
number of Thermia sessions and rates of influenza A and 
B, possibly due to the decreasing prevalence of influenza 
and the lack of specificity of the system for identification 
of COVID-19.
Conclusion This study suggests that early deployment of 
an online campaign and modified health decision- support 
tool may support identification of emerging infectious 
diseases like COVID-19. Researchers and public health 
officials should deploy web campaigns as early as possible 
in an epidemic to detect, identify and engage those 
potentially at risk to help prevent transmission of the 
disease.

BACKGROUND
As of 9 May 2020, across 210 countries and 
territories there have been more than 3.8 
million cases of COVID-19. COVID-19 likely 
began in December 2019, with the first 
cases resembling pneumonia documented 
in Wuhan, China.1 2 Little information was 
known about the virus and its clinical course, 

making early detection a challenge.3 Addi-
tionally, successful reporting of those who are 
infected with COVID-19 relies on healthcare 
capacity, such as the availability of healthcare 
workers, and medical resources, which may 
not always be readily available.3

To assist with case detection of infectious 
diseases, digital surveillance has often been 
used to supplement traditional epidemi-
ological monitoring approaches.4 Digital 
surveillance tools have been used in the past, 
beginning with tools for surveillance of influ-
enza5 and later expanded to other condi-
tions.6 7 However, experience has shown that 
such tools need careful tuning to successfully 
track cases of illness.8 Notwithstanding these 
limitations, tools based on search queries,9 
advertising10 and other digital signals11 have 
been proposed. Currently, these tools are 
used for tracking COVID-19,12 for example, 
in England13 14 using search engine data.

In response to the rising case reports of 
COVID-19 in China, we developed an adver-
tising campaign on Microsoft Advertising in 
conjunction with Thermia4, an online health 
decision- support tool. In late January 2020, 
before WHO declared COVID-19 as a Public 
Health Emergency (30 January 2020),15 we 
deployed Thermia to identify infections and 

Strengths and limitations of this study

 ► Digital detection of COVID-19 in conjunction with the 
provision of a decision support tool for people who 
suspected they might be ill.

 ► Cross- country analysis, USA and China.
 ► Data could not be linked to actual cases so as to pre-
serve privacy. Therefore, only correlational evidence 
can be provided to support findings.

 ► Our data comprised relatively few user interactions. 
This is partly due to awareness on the side of people 
and partly to the budget allocated to creating such 
awareness through ads.

http://bmjopen.bmj.com/
http://orcid.org/0000-0003-3203-1322
http://orcid.org/0000-0002-2380-4584
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1136/bmjopen-2020-041004&domain=pdf&date_stamp=2020-11-09
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advise the public about their potential risks of having 
COVID-19. Thermia, a decision support to for febrile 
illness was adapted to include symptoms and human 
mobility behaviours related to COVID-19 to be able to 
provide recommendations for treatment of COVID-19. 
At the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic differences 
between the influenza and COVID-19 were not fully 
understood and travel history was prominent in helping 
identifying possible COVID-19 infection as defined by 
the CDC. As well, questions about severity of symptoms 
were also not included because at the time of the study 
the CDC had only provided a list of potential symptoms 
of COVID-19 and did not expand on the severity of the 
symptoms and their differential diagnosis of the disease. 
Thus, the modification of Thermia from influenza to 
COVID-19 composed of adding questions on travel 
history and a change to the response to users, which was 
based on CDC guidelines.

Here, we report on the use of the Thermia tool as a 
method for digital surveillance for supporting the early 
detection of emerging cases of COVID-19 in China and 
the USA.

METHODS
Digital Health Surveillance for COVID-19
Thermia4 is a digital decision- support tool, that was 
developed by researchers at Harvard Medical School, 
to provide clinical advice on how to treat febrile illness 
based on an evidence- based algorithm. Users are referred 
to the Thermia platform based on their symptoms queries 
related to febrile illness on a web search engine. At 
Thermia, users are directed through a series of questions 
about their temperature, symptoms and biometric char-
acteristics (see figure 1) and are given recommendations 
on how to further proceed with medical care based on 
their provided answer. Thermia has also been used for 
digital surveillance, and was previously validated for early 
detection of influenza in China.4

We modified our validated Thermia platform to provide 
advice about COVID-19 symptoms based on the recom-
mendations from the US Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention (CDC). These recommendations urged 
individuals to carefully monitor their symptoms and to 
stay at home and inform their doctor about their recent 
travel history and symptoms before seeking in- person 
care.16 In the third week of January, we began an adver-
tising campaign on Microsoft Advertising in conjunc-
tion with Thermia to provide recommended practices 
for COVID-19 to users from the USA who experienced 
symptoms consistent with COVID-19 and who had trav-
elled (first to China, and later more generally) in the 
past 14 days. Persons who queried for symptoms related 
to COVID-19 were presented with shown ads that asked 
users whether they had COVID-19- related symptoms and 
whether they had travelled to China or outside the United 
States in the past 2 weeks. Users who clicked on the ads 
were referred to the Thermia website.17 Additionally, 

users could find the Thermia website by searching for 
symptoms using general web search and arrive at the site 
directly.

The volume of daily web traffic to Thermia from the 
USA and China enabled us to conduct cross- correlation 
analysis of traffic volume with case counts. We restricted 
this study to investigating visits to the Thermia website in 
China and the USA because the campaign was placed in 
both English and Mandarin and the ads were shown in 
the USA and related to travel from China and outside the 
USA. We also observed the largest data volume in sessions 
from those two countries. Therefore, although web traffic 
was seen from Canada and the UK, the amount of daily 
web traffic was not sufficient to conduct our temporal 
analyses.

Our hypothesis was that web traffic to Thermia, from 
the online advertisements or direct visits to the website, 
would serve as a proxy of COVID-19 cases. Specifically, we 
expected that Thermia sessions would provide an earlier 
signal of COVID-19 cases in both China and the USA.

Data
Daily COVID-19 cases from China and the USA were 
collected through The Center for Systems Science and 
Engineering at John Hopkins University. Sessions to 
Thermia were aggregated on a daily basis, stratified to 
those from China and from USA. The daily time series 
for COVID-19 cases and Thermia sessions were plotted 
for China and the USA.

Cross-correlation analysis
We sought to examine the relationship between COVID-19 
cases and Thermia sessions, and to identify if past day 
lags of Thermia sessions are predictive of COVID-19 case 
counts in China and the USA. Cross- correlations were 
used to analyse the relationship between two signals and 
calculate the correlation coefficient at designated lags 
(displacements) between the two series. The maximum 
correlation coefficient is the time point that the two series 
correlate most closely and the coefficient reveals how 
much two series correlate with one another.18

The cross- correlation between two discrete sequences 
 x and y at lag k  is defined as:
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x ∗ y

) [
k
]
≜

∑
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[
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]
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t
]
 , where  y ∗ [t]  denotes 

the conjugate of  y .
Therefore, we used the cross- correlation function (CCF) 

between the Thermia sessions  Xt   and the COVID-19 cases 
 Yt  at varying lags to evaluate the lag that may be useful for 
predicting COVID-19,  Yt . We defined the set of correla-
tions between  xt+k  and  yt  whereby k = 0, 1±, 2±, 3 ± etc 

A negative value for k  is a correlation between Thermia 
sessions at a time (in days) before  t  and COVID-19 cases 
at time t. 

For Thermia sessions and COVID-19 case time series 
in China and the USA, we set  k = 30  (days) to allow the 
CCF to explore the correlation between thirty- day lags 
of Thermia sessions and COVID-19 case time series. The 
CCF analysis includes the date range in which both time 
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series overlap for China and the USA, which is from 22 
January 2020 to 23 April 2020.

In the USA, influenza season occurs in the fall and winter 
and peaks in December and February. Weekly influenza 
data for the 2019–2020 season is provided from the CDC. 

To explore the possibility that Thermia was capturing 
influenza, and to further validate our cross- correlation 
results between Thermia sessions and COVID-19 cases, 
we evaluated the cross- correlation with the CDC influ-
enza time series. Influenza A and Influenza B circulated 

Figure 1 Thermia platform.
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in the 2019–2020 season and so we conducted the cross- 
correlation on the weekly time series of the percent of 
Influenza A and percent of Influenza B to the weekly 
time series of Thermia sessions (we could only explore 
the influenza trends in the USA because of availability of 
data from the CDC). All analyses were conducted using 
the R V.3.6.

Patient and public involvement
Patients or the public were not included in the design, 
or conduct, or reporting, or dissemination plans of our 
research.

RESULTS
Descriptive results
In China, the average number of daily Thermia sessions 
was 27.1 (SD=23.4, Min=4, Max=123) and the average 
COVID-19 number of daily cases was 839.6 (SD=2885.2, 
Min=3, Max=15 136). In the USA, the average number 

of Thermia sessions was 17.7 (SD=7.0, Min=4, Max=42) 
and the average number of COVID-19 cases was 9346.0 
(SD=12 881.1, Min=0, Max=34 126). Figure 2A shows 
a map of the Thermia sessions from China (at the city 
level) and figure 2B shows Thermia sessions from the 
United States (at the state level). Figure 3A displays daily 
Thermia sessions and COVID-19 cases in China and 
figure 3B shows the same in the USA. Thermia sessions 
increased and exhibited a first large spike at the end of 
January 2020. A second spike was observed at the begin-
ning of February 2020. COVID-19 cases began in early 
February and showed a surge in late February. Descrip-
tive results of Thermia session and COVID-19 cases are 
presented in table 1.

Cross-correlation between Thermia sessions and COVID-19 
case time series
Cross- correlation analyses confirmed a significant posi-
tive cross- correlation between Thermia sessions and 

Figure 2 Thermia sessions in China and the United States. (A) Thermia sessions in China. (B) Thermia sessions in the USA.
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COVID-19 cases in China, with the highest CCF at 

 k = −3(days) ,  (r = 0.68, p < 0.05)  and a significant posi-
tive correlation between Thermia sessions and COVID-19 
cases in the USA at  k = −19 (days)(r = 0.41, p < 0.05) . The 
correlation lagged days for Thermia sessions and 
COVID-19 cases in China and the USA are presented in 
the online supplemental appendix.

Exploratory cross-correlation between Thermia sessions and 
influenza A/B in the United States
The CDC weekly influenza data for the 2019–2020 season 
showed that influenza A began to decline mid- February while 
influenza B declined in early January and both had close to 
zero cases mid- March. Conversely, Thermia sessions begin 
to rise in mid- Feb and peak mid- March. These results high-
light that Thermia was likely capturing cases of COVID-19 
and not influenza A or B since there were no cases of influ-
enza shortly after mid- March (figure 4). In the USA, the 
cross- correlation analyses confirmed a significant negative 
cross- correlation between Thermia sessions and the CDC per 
cent Influenza A, with the highest CCF at  k = −4 (weeks) , 
 (r = − 0.51, p < 0.05)  and a significant negative correlation 

Figure 3 Time series of Thermia sessions and COVID-19 cases. (A) Time series of Thermia sessions and COVID-19 cases in 
China. (B) Time series of Thermia sessions and COVID-19 cases in the USA.

Table 1 Descriptive statistics for Thermia users

Daily Thermia sessions COVID-19 cases

China

  Mean 27.12 839.56

  SD 23.4466 1885.223

  Min 4 3

  25% quantile 9 46.25

  50% quantile 18 98.50

  75% quantile 42.25 555

  Max 123 15 136

USA

  Mean 17.96 9346

  SD 6.96 12 881.10

  Min 4 0

  25% quantile 13 0

  50% quantile 18 68

  75% quantile 22 25 070

  Max 42 34 126

https://dx.doi.org/10.1136/bmjopen-2020-041004
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between Thermia sessions and COVID-19 cases in the USA 
at  k = −2 (weeks)(r = −0.75, p < 0.05) . The correlation lagged 
days for Thermia sessions and percent influenza A and influ-
enza B in the USA are presented in the online supplemental 
appendix.

DISCUSSION
Most epidemiological monitoring tools, especially those 
dependent on online interactions (eg, search based), rely on 
a combination of factors for their success. The first of these 
is that there is a significant lag between the appearance of 
symptoms and the first time that people visit the medical 
system or that only a small part of the infected population 
visits the medical system. When symptoms are severe enough 
to warrant an urgent visit to a hospital and when most infected 
people visit a medical provider, data from the medical system 
will be superior to that of search- based infodemiological 
systems. When no symptoms exist, people will not query about 
them, making the monitoring tools ineffective. Second, good 
ground- truth data are needed to calibrate these systems. In 
the case of influenza, for example, researchers often use past 
seasons to tune the models.

COVID-19 has the first set of attributes (eg, lag between 
symptoms and visit to the medical system,13 but, espe-
cially at the beginning of the epidemic, there was a limited 
understanding of the symptoms and although we modified 
Thermia to provide information to people on their condi-
tion, there was insufficient ground truth to tune a symptom- 
search model. For instance, most recent evidence has shown 
that symptoms such as loss of taste and smell are highly indic-
ative of a COVID-19 infection. Stated differently, multiple 
questions were needed to ascertain the severity of symp-
toms, and these were obtained through the use of Thermia. 
Thus, the combination of ads and questionnaire allowed 
us to go beyond simple searches. Later in the pandemic, as 

more ground- truth data became available, tuning was made 
possible, as shown in Lampos et al.14

Our findings indicate that website traffic to Thermia (ie, 
Thermia sessions) had a lead time of 3 days for COVID-19 
cases in China and a lead time of 19 days in the USA. This 
provides evidence that an advertising campaign coupled 
with a digital health decision- support tool may be effective 
at identifying early signals of a novel respiratory pathogen 
like COVID-19. Previous evidence using Thermia as a digital 
surveillance tool has been validated for early influenza detec-
tion in China;4 however, Thermia has not been used as a 
tool to detect the emergence of new infectious diseases like 
COVID-19. Patients often search the Internet for information 
about their health prior to meeting with a provider to make 
decisions about how to treat themselves, or whether or not 
they should see a provider.19 20 Health- seeking behaviour in 
the form of queries to online search engines often precedes 
provider visits,5 thus, search queries related to COVID-19 
symptoms on the web may have also played a role in gener-
ating predictive signal by visiting Thermia. Because of the 
deployment of our advertisement campaign, the 3- day lead 
time of Thermia website traffic to COVID-19 cases in China 
may have been a result of patients seeking information about 
their COVID-19 symptoms on the internet before they were 
tested for COVID-19. Thermia sessions in China had peaks 
around mid- January and mid- February whereas the rise in 
COVID-19 cases in China occurred at the start of February 
and showed a peak in the early weeks in February.

Interestingly, a 19- day lead time of Thermia sessions to 
COVID-19 cases was seen in the USA. It has been documented 
that the scarcity of supplies, limited access to screening and 
problems with test kits, have all hampered the ability to effec-
tively detect and monitor COVID-19 cases in many parts of 
the country.21 22 Thus, these differences in lead time may be 
due to faulty test kits and the long delay in large- scale testing 
that occurred in the United States compared with China, 

Figure 4 Time series of Thermia sessions and influenza positive a/b percentage.

https://dx.doi.org/10.1136/bmjopen-2020-041004
https://dx.doi.org/10.1136/bmjopen-2020-041004
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where testing was initiated earlier and more widely.23 24 China, 
by contrast, sought to mobilise large scale testing capacity to 
test all inhabitants in high- risk areas of the country. As of 29 
June 2020, China has carried out one test for every 15 people, 
compared with 1 in 11 in the USA.25 These number were 
more divergent in the early phase of the pandemic because 
of the limited tested that was provided by the USA.26 This is 
also why we opted to use COVID-19 cases instead of ratio of 
deaths to cases, as information on deaths at the beginning of 
the epidemic was noisy due to the dearth of tests and would 
likely have been noisier than comparison to case numbers. 
Furthermore, the occurrence of cryptic cases of COVID-19 
from updated evidence show the virus was circulating in 
the USA in early February.27 These data indicate a sustained 
community transmission had started before the detection of 
the first US cases. Our results, showing a greater amount of 
sessions in California, may be due to COVID-19 cases that 
were not originally detected. The findings here suggest that 
the 19- day lead time of Thermia session in the USA is a signal 
for early COVID-19 cases that were not captured by tradi-
tional public health monitoring.

Furthermore, models of the transmission of COVID-19 
have implied that the virus may have initially spread unde-
tected and suggest that the first infections occurred much 
earlier than reported.28 29 For instance, it was assumed that 
the first US fatality due to COVID-19 occurred in Seattle 
on 28 February 2020, but postmortem testing on deaths 
from 6 February to 17 February 2020 have confirmed that 
COVID-19 was spreading in the San Francisco Bay area weeks 
earlier than previously documented.29 This new fatality data 
suggest that the virus had been spreading for at least a nearly 
3- week period in Santa Clara prior to early February, which 
was largely believed to be because of limited capacity for 
testing.29 30 Our results align with this current set of infor-
mation of an almost 3- week lead time (19 days) of Thermia 
sessions to COVID-19 cases in the USA.

A limitation of this study is that we were not able to confirm 
whether visitors to the Thermia website were COVID-19 posi-
tive cases, as users were not followed up with and tested for 
COVID-19. However, we were able to validate that our results 
from Thermia sessions in the USA were more likely to be 
reporting COVID-19 cases than influenza because a negative 
cross- correlation was seen for Influenza A and B, implying 
that as Thermia sessions increased, cases of Influenza A and 
B declined. This could also be interpreted that as COVID-19 
cases began to rise in the USA, Influenza A and B cases 
waned. It is unclear if Thermia would be valid to differentiate 
COVID-19 to influenza if the prevalence of these disease were 
parallel over the same time period. Although our validation is 
based on the different trajectories of the prevalence of influ-
enza and COVID-19, the advertising campaign for Thermia 
was adapted to include for symptoms of COVID-19 and 
travel related to the primary areas of emergence of COVID-
19. Therefore, there is less of a likelihood of user visiting 
Thermia who were cases of influenza and our web campaign 
advertisement for Thermia may have supported detection 
of cases of COVID-19 from persons who had recently trav-
elled outside the USA. Future studies should test Thermia’s 

ability to differentiate influenza from COVID-19 during the 
seasonal influenza season.

Furthermore, the cross- correlation of =0.41 in the USA is 
slightly lower than traditionally research that evaluates the 
use of online digital tools for earlier detection. However, 
these correlations between Google Flu Trends and influenza 
case counts have ranged between (=0.42) and (=0.88).31 
Therefore, the fact that we detect a significant correlation of 
(=0.41) in the USA with Thermia, a specific surveillance tool 
adapted for COVID-19, a novel disease, is meaningful. This 
lower correlation and the greater lead time in the USA of 19 
days is seen compared with a 3- day lead China this may be a 
result of greater testing capacity in China at the beginning 
of the pandemic.25 However, the different lag time between 
countries could also change in time as user interactions with 
Thermia develop. This presents a challenge for the ability of 
health authorities to make practical use of the data from this 
system. Another limitation of our study is the relatively few 
user interactions we were able to obtain. This is partly due to 
awareness on the side of people and partly to the budget allo-
cated to creating such awareness through ads. Thus, analyses 
are based on very few user interactions that were collected 
with a minimum of four per day and low average of interac-
tion in both USA and China.

Finally, we are unable to isolate the unique users because of 
limitations in privacy as the data is provided in an aggregated 
format. Thus, it is possible that the same user will have more 
than one Thermia visit. However, since Thermia is decision- 
support tool that provided recommendations for COVID-
19, it is unlike a user would revisit unless it was to retrieve 
information about another user whom they were using the 
Thermia to get information for.

CONCLUSION
Early deployment of critical information about a novel disease 
like COVID-19 using a web- based campaign and health 
decision- support tool may be able to predict the emergence 
of the disease and help increase public awareness. Consid-
ering people often turn to the Internet to find out informa-
tion early in an outbreak, directing people to a validated and 
evidence- based web platform may have the ability to generate 
predictive warning signals.

Here, we demonstrated the ability to rapidly respond to 
a novel disease outbreak by quickly creating a system which 
provided people with decision support and, through the data 
collected by it, provide surveillance information that could 
be used by health authorities. The use of both Thermia and 
advertising allowed us to go gain several advantages, including 
directly approaching people who may yet be invisible to the 
health system, obtain information beyond searches them-
selves (because of the use of Thermia), and create awareness 
through a targeted advertising campaign.

In the future, it would be important for public health 
researchers, and policy- makers to work with industry leaders 
in the field of technology to deploy web campaigns as early 
on as possible in an epidemic to detect, identify and engage 
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those at risk to more effectively identify the transmission of 
infectious diseases such as COVID-19.
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